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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let I’ be a Jordan curve in the finite z-plane whose interior and exterior 
are denoted by Int r and Ext r, respectively, and let 9 be a family of 
complex-valued functions defined on I’. The following question has a long 
history in approximation theory: Find a sequence of point sets {S,):,, ~ 
where S, = (z&b1 consists of n (distinct) points on I?> such that the 
polynomials L,[f; -1 of degree at most n - I which interpolate to a fixed 
but arbitrary function f~ 9+- on S, converge on fnt r. Implicit in this is 
the assumption that the limit function F = lin~lz-tsl L,[f; *] has an appropriate 
relation to f. 
Present knowledge is satisfactory only in the case where 9 is the fami1.y 
of functions analytic on r u Int r. For this case, Fejer [E, Section 7.61 
proved that lim,,, L,[f; z] = f(z), uniformly on r Li Int P, if and only if 
the sets S, are uniformly distributed on I’. We refer to [8] for the definition 
of uniform distribution. Curtiss [l-3] has studied this question in the case 
where .% = q(P), the family of functions continuous on .iY We proved that 
if r is sufficiently smooth and if the sets S, consist of the images of the roots 
of unity under a suitable mapping function, then for I E Hnt I’ one has 
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In (61 the author indicated permissible perturbations of the sets S, which 
maintain the conclusion of Curtiss’s theorem. In this paper we consider 
the question for 9 = g(r), r being a piecewise smooth curve with corners 
of certain types. The only previous results for nonsmooth r and V(r) are 
in [5] where only certain cusps were allowed. We refer the reader to [2] and 
[8] for surveys of the problem and its history. 
2. DEFINITIONS, NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
We suppose that the origin of the z-plane is contained in Int I’and that 
the logarithmic capacity of L” is 1. Let z = @(MJ) be the one-to-one conformal 
mapping of the exterior of the unit disc in the w-plane onto Ext r, normalized 
by the conditions @(co) = co, @‘(a)) > 0. There is a natural parametrization 
d, of r obtained by extending Q, to a homeomorphism of / 10 1 > 1 onto 
r u Ext .F and setting b(t) = @(ezBi3, 0 < t < 1. Extend the domain of 
definition of I$ to all real values of f by periodicity. 
In this paper we consider a relaxation of the smoothness conditions 
imposed by Curtiss. In particular, suppose that r possesses a continuously 
turning tangent except at a finite number of points p1 ,...,pK , at which we 
suppose r to have half tangents with interior angle T&, 0 ( /$ < 2, 
j = 1, 2,..., K. For each j, the region 52, in the i-plane defined by 
is a bounded simply connected region not containing the origin. Thus there 
is a single valued branch of <ll@-@) defined on szj . Introduce 
and note that 3 = @(lu) maps 1 10 1 > 1 one-to-one and conformally onto 
a Jordan region B* in the 3-plane. Moreover, the origin of the Z-plane is a 
boundary point of Q* and ZQ* has a tangent there. As before, 0 can be 
extended to 1 w  I > 1 and the function 
8(t) = O(ezrrit), OGf<l (3) 
provides a parametrization of a52 *. We suppose 0 to be defined for all 
values of t by periodicity. 
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(i) o<p,<1, 
(ii) there exists a constant 7j > 0 such that 
t?(r) = c(t + rh(t)), if; <?I, 
-where h is continuously differentiable (as a function oft) in ] ! j < q: h(0) = OF 
and lz’ has a modulus of continuity w  which satisfies 
DEFINITION 2. A Jordan curve is said to be admissil& if 
(i) it has a continuously turning tangent except at a finite number of 
admissible corners (pJ, 
(ii) there is an integer N aud a real number T such that 
(pj) c (2: z = cj[(k/N) + 73, k = 1,2 ,‘.., N). 
Clearly these conditions are of quite different types. The first specifies 
the local behavior of the curve in a neighborhood of a corner and the second 
stipuiates how the corners are distributed over the curve. Set inclusion. in (ii) 
may be proper, that is, the number of corners may be much smaller than IV. 
A number of geometric conditions on .F which guarantee its admissibility 
can be deduced from theorems of Lindelijf, Ostrowski, and Warschawski 
[3,7]. As examples of admissible curves r we cite any regular polygon, 
and the curve I’ specified by 
Let Y be the set of preimages on the unit interval of the comers {pi), 
i.e., 9 = (s: 0 < s < 1, 4(s) E (pi}‘,. Then for s E 10, 1) \ 9 define 
and 
#(s, t) = j Y(eZniit)l, 0 < t -< 1. (3 
Extend 4 by periodicity to all real t. The following lemma can be proved by 
an application of the Cauchy integral theorem to the function IV-~ log Y(s, I.:]) 
which is holomorphic in \ w  j > 1 and continuous on j IV 1 > 1 (cf. 111). Here 
that branch of the logarithm is selected for which liml,,,, log !P(s, 1~) = 0. 
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LEMMA 1. Ifs E [O, 1) \ 9 tt?erz $log #(s, f)dt = 0. 
Let S, = J&&l and form the fundamental polynomials wn(z) = 
r-g-, (z - ” +J. The Lagrange polynomial L,v, -1 which interpolates on 
the set S, to a function f defined on ris given by 




Known techniques [l, 61 give 
LEMMA 2. If r is admissible and 
where r, are real numbers depending on n but not on k, then lim,,, w,(z) = 1 
un~~omdy on closed subsets of Int r. 
It follows from [2] that for S, as in Lemma 2 a sufficient condition for (1) 
to hold uniformly on closed subsets of Int r for any f~ G!?(r) is that the 
sequence of norms {I[ L,[.; z][/):=~ be uniformly bounded for z in any closed 
subset of Int r. The major portion of this paper is devoted to establishing 
this boundedness. 
3. APPROXIMATE QUADRATURE AND OTHER LEMMAS 
In this section we collect some technical lemmas which will be used later. 
The first two can be viewed as error estimates for particular numerical 
integration schemes. Lemma 3 is well known [l] and is stated here only for 
completeness. The second is more interesting. It provides a uniform estimate 
for the error in approximate quadrature of a family of functions each of 
which has no more than a logarithmic singularity. 
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) - ii jli(r) dt j < 1” (j’(t); dt. 
0 I 2, 
LEMMA 4. Let f be dejined on the rectmgle 0 < s < 1, a < f < b \~?t!z 
the poi71t (s, t) = (0; a) deleted by 
jys, r) = log@ f i - a). 
ProojI Making a change of scale on the i-axis if necessary, we lnay 
assume a = 0 and b = 1. Straigbtfomard integration gives 
.!- 
i (1 + s) logjl + S) - slog 3 - 1, 
0 
log(s + t) rlf = --I 
I ? 
O<S<l, 
s = 0. 
pj 
We prove (8) for s > 0, and since the left-band side is a continuous fmction 
of s at s - 0, the desired inequality holds for s = 0 as well. We begin 3y 
observing that 
n[(l + s) iog(l + s) - s log S - 1 + log I?] 
n 
= & [(k + 17s) log@ + 72s) - (k - 1 -j- 7:s) 10g(k -- i + 7;s) -- rj, 
and using this together with the explicit form oft,, in the left-hand side off%, 
which we denote by R(s), we obtain 
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Here ~(n, s) is the term corresponding to li = 1 in the second sum; it can 
be bounded by routine methods. Each of the logarithms occurring in the 
sum in the last expression can be expanded in a Taylor series and the resulting 
double sum will have the form 
Writing out the series in the curly brackets in (10) and rearranging terms, 
we have 
( 2% - 1 1 + 2ns - 2k - 2 1 f 2ns > 
+(3(k-;+ns)” -2(2k--:+2ns)2 1 -“’ 
-1 
= + a2 - a3 + a’ - (2k - 1 + 2/zs)(2k - 2 + 2~7s) “*’ 
An easy calculation shows that a, > aj+l > 0 for all j > 2, and therefore 
the series CT=, (-l)i uj converges to a sum A, 0 < A < a, . Also 
a2 < [(2k - 1 + 2ns)(k - 1 + ns)]-’ so the entire series in curly brackets 
converges to a sum A&) with 
1 &@)i 1 1 < 
4(k - 1 + JZS)’ 
< 
4(k - 1)” 
’ k > 2. 
Using this and easily computed bounds on ~(n, s), we finally have 
R(s)<$‘k”+~(n,s)<l. 
k=l 
The purpose of the next lemma is to use the conditions associated with 
admissibility to obtain a representation of $ which is valid for s and t near 
certain critical values. 
LEMMA 5. Let r be an admissible curve with interior angle ,&-r at the 
corner pj = d(si), j = I,2 ,..., K. Then for each j, j = I, 2 ,..., K, there is a 
positive number 6 = & and a functiolz x = xj de$ned on 
D = ((s, t): 0 < ] t - si / < 6, 0 < 1 s - sj 1 < S} 
and satisfying 
(i) $(S, t> = X(& t>(l t - Sj I + I S - Sj I)l--Bj, 0, t) E D, 
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(ii) for eUCl2 S, 0 < / S - Sj 1 < 6, the function x(x, .) is absolutely 
continnuous on 0 < j i - sj / < 6, 
(iii) there are constants nz > 0, n/r, arzd &I3 such that 
ProoJr: There is no loss of generality, and the computations are easier, 
if we assume sj = 0. We will show that suitable 6 and 2 exist for s > 0, 
t > 0. The details for the remaining portions of D are similar. We set 
/l= pi , a = 2 - /iI3 . Th en 017~ is the exterior angle atpj = y and 1 < CI < 2. 
Since CD maps 1 w  1 > 1 onto Ext r it is the exterior angle which naturahy 
occurs in our approach to the problem. By (4j and (5) vve have for s and i 
sufficient!y small, s P 0, 
where the prime denotes differentiation. Henceforth we will consider only 
the first of these expressions, and assume that the obvious extension i.s 
made for t = s. Also, by (2) and (3), recalling that p = 2 - ai, 
and consequently 
It follows from the properties of 0 and the exponential function that for 
suh’iciently small S > 0 the function g(s, .) is continuously differentiable on 
0 < t < 6 and there are constants m, MI , Mz such that 0 < i?r B g(s, i) < MI, 
0 < t < 6, 0 < s < 6, and j(dg/dt)(s, t)l < fir,, G < t d 6, 0 < s < 6. The 
proof of the lemma will be completed by showing that the function 
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satisfies the conditions required of x in (ii) and (iii) above. By the admissibility 
of r we have 19(t) = c[t + t/l(t)], and hence 
Consider first the function 
r(s, t) = (=J (t + spa. 
For each fixed s this function is positive, absolutely continuous, monoto- 
nically increasing from 1 to ,21-a as t increases from 0 to S, and decreasing 
as t increases from s to 6. The total variation of I’@, *) in [0,&J is less than 
2[a2l-* - 11 and therefore 
j-1 1 g (s, t) j dt < 2(0121-e - 1) 
for all s, 0 < s < 6. Also, h is continuously differentiable on [0,&j and 
lim,,, /z(f) = 0 which implies that the function [l + h(t)p is absolutely 
continuous, and bounded above and away from zero for t sufEciently small. 
It follows that the product T(S, t)[l + h(t)p has all of the desired properties. 
We continue the proof by showing that the remaining term in (11) has 
the desired properties and, moreover, can be made as small as we choose 
by selecting 6 small enough Then the sum of both terms in (11) satisfies (ii) 
and (iii). It is clear that the term P(S + t)l-, is absolutely continuous, has a 
uniformly bounded total variation for 0 < s < 6 and can be made small 
by taking 6 small. We turn to the term 
H(s, t) = {[l + /z(t)p - [l + lz(spy(t - S). 
It follows from the differentiability assumption on 12 that for each fixed s 
the function H(s, .) is bounded and absolutely continuous on [0,6]. We 
show now the existence of a constant M satisfying 
g (s, t) j dt < &I (12) 
for a:! s E (0,8]. To this end, set m(t) -= [I + h(t)]“. Since limc,o /z(l) = 8 
we see that 171 is difYerentiabie on [0, S] for 6 su&iently smaH1. Letting prime 
decote difierentiation, we have 
and consequently 
Here Al, is a constant which depends only on wl and 6 so that (12) is esteb- 
lished and the proof of the lemma is complete. 
4. A THEQREM FOR CURVE§ WITH ONE CORNER 
In order to indicate the flavor of the proof and at the same time keep the 
technical difficulties to a minimum, we consider first a special case. A more 
general theorem is given in Section 5. 
THEOREM 1. Let r be an admissible came with me comer p: and kt 
PTOOJ Making a shift of coordinates along the f-axis, if necessary, we 
may take t, = 0. introduce tnk = (k - +)/rz, i; = I, L., 11, and adopt the 
convention that the dependence of t,, on n is understood so that we write 
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simply tk for tnk . The conclusion of the theorem follows from (7) and 
Lemma 2 together with the estimate 
?a n 
c n. I 5NtA - $&kY < M, 
M a constant. We actually prove something 
since 
n 
12 = 1, 2,..., (14) 
stronger than (14). Indeed, 
j=l 
j#k 




for k = 1,2 ,..., n and all n. 
proving (15). 
(15) 
The remainder of this section is devoted to 
Taking logarithms and using the notation of (5) we seek to prove that 
(16) 
j#k 
is uniformly bounded from below. The technique used to establish this is 
a standard one of obtaining bounds on 
In(tk) = i log $!dtk 3 tj) - I2 1' log $b(tk 9 t) dt. 
j=l 0 
Lifk 
We estimate In(tk) differently depending upon the location of tk . Take 6, 
6 < l/2, such that the conclusions of Lemma 5 hold. If tk E [a, 1 - 61 then 
#(r, ) .) E C1 and is bounded away from zero. For such t,‘s the uniform 
boundedness of In(tk) follows from Lemma 3. The remaining cases, tk E (0, S), 
t, E (1 - 6, l), recall tli i 0, require additional effort. The details are given 
only for t, E (0, S), the other situation can be handled similarly. 
Suppose then tk E (0, 8). Write I,(rk) as the sum of three terms: The first 
consisting of the sum over those j, j + k, for which 0 < tj < 6 and the 
integral from 0 to S; the second consisting of the sum over those j for which 
8 < tj < 1 - 6 and the integral from 6 to 1 - 6; and the third consisting 
of the remaining terms. Denote these three parts In’(tD), Jl(tk) and I,“(fk), 
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respectively. We consider the second one, Il(t,!. Suppose there are ,v? = nr@) 
nodes ti in the interval [S, 1 - 61; denote them T* :...: T, D The expression 
is bounded, and an application of Lemma 3 shows that the quantity in 
square brackets is also uniformly bounded. Thus 1l(a,) is uniformly bounded 
for t, E (OS 6) and all 11. 
Next we consider I,‘(t3; the argument for Pz(rk) requires no essentially 
different techniques. If {f, ,..., tn} = (tj : 0 < tj < 81 then Ii + log #(ttz, ih) 
differs from 
I?? 
A&) = 5 log qqt,, tj) - __ 
I 
m/n 
log #(tii ) t) dt 
j=l (I?Z/h) 3 
by a bounded quantity. Thus we turn our attention to A,(t,), and make use 
of Lemma 5. If 05~ is the exterior angle at p, we have 
and the expression in the first curly brackets is bounded (uniformly in fk 
and n) by Lemma 3 and the properties of x, while the expression in the 
second curly brackets is bounded (uniformly in t, and n) by Lemma 4. 
Finally, by Lemma 1, Ji log +(t,:, t) & = 0 and therefore we have proved 
that there is a constant M, independent of tk E (0, 8) and 13, such that 
f log $&, tj) + (a - 1) log 2t, j < M. 
j-1 
j+;li 
Were we have also used the uniform boundedness (in t&J of log x(flc ) t& The 
analogous estimates for other tk’s are 




Noting that 1 < 01 < 2 and 6 < l/2, we have (CX - 1) log2t, and 
(CX - 1) log 2(1 - t3 negative, and consequently these three inequalities 
prove that (16) is bounded below, uniformly in tk and n. 0ur proof is 
complete. 
5. CURVES WITH SEVERAL CORNERS 
Let I’be a general admissible curve. One proves the uniform boundedness, 
on closed subsets of Int S, of the Lagrange interpolation operators L,[*; z] 
in a manner similar to that used in the proof of Theorem 1. It is necessary 
to subdivide the interval [0, l] into several subintervals, each containing 
only one preimage of a corner, and proceed as above. If the set of corners 
(pj> is contained in (z: z = $[(k/N) + 71, k = 1, 2, 3,..., N}, as it must be 
for some T  and N by admissibility, then we take 
S, = (z: z = #[(k - &)/Nn + T], k = 1, 2 ,..., NH}, 
We summarize our results in 
n = 1, 2,... . 
THEOREM 2. Let I’ be an admissible Jordan curve. Then there is a set 
L,[.; z] of Lagrange interpolation operators for which (1) holds for allf E V(r), 
z E Int r, uniformly on closed subsets of Int I’. 
Moseover, if the set of corners (pi> is contained in 
{z: z = +[(k/N) + 71, k = 1,2 ,..., N), 
then one can take L,[f; *] to be the polynomial of degree at most Nn - 1 
which interpolates to f on the set {z: z = 4[(k - +))lnN + T] ,  k = 1, 2,..., nN). 
It is clear that a certain flexibility exists in the selection of the sets S, . 
That is, if S, generates polynomials which satisfy (1) for all f E V(r), and 
S, consists of a set {m,,} with I,, “close enough” to z,~, then S, must also 
generate convergent polynomials. However, Lemma 4 is quite delicate and, 
in this treatment, essential to our conclusions. It is not clear that one can 
formulate a precise yet simple criterion for “close enough” in this context 
as one can for the analogous question for smooth curves [6]. 
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